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About This Game

Dungeon of Zolthan is a casual, arcade-style metroidvania platformer where your goal is to defeat Zolthan; a powerful mage that
lives inside the dungeon.

Using an array of powerups and your own wit and guile, guide your character through Zolthan's Dungeon! Dodge obstacles and
projectiles, solve puzzles, and lay waste to your foes on your way to the final confrontation!

Features:

Good old-fashioned retro CHALLENGE!

Classic, time-tested platformer mechanics!

Metroidvania explorative elements

Puzzles

6 Powerups

40 Dungeon 'rooms'
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4 Bosses
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Very simple game. Same stratey works with all maps - just go for required population first and then just spray some buildings to
reach required conditions. Good enough for short breaks but consider playing something like "Concrete Jungle" instead.. Good
game, very high potential, shame on the developers not capable of growing the community. Every week one prays that the game
rules are not changed in favour of one side or the other. Skins are extremely expensive. Most of the RP areas are just farm areas
for large alliances to then use during wars to wipe a guy with a shovel. Toxic community. Greatest shame was to love this game
so much to have dedicated years of my life to it.. It's great! Not the most complicated stuff, but we absolutely need more games
line this.
I love everything this dev does, the fact that it's a series delights me even more.. I'm going to start this review off by going as far
as to claim that I enjoyed this title even more than I have Key's critically acclaimed titles (CLANNAD and Planetarian). I'm not
claiming this is the best story I've ever read or the greatest VN of all time, but for me it is up there.

Empty Horizons is a rather short Visual Novel in the sense that you might finish it within a few hours (it took me a little bit over
two to finish the first route, but I am a rather quick reader). I'd say the term kinetic novel is more fitting than visual novel,
honestly, as there are two choices that you get access to after completing the game once. What I have stated may be a bit of a
deterrent to those that want a choice laden or lengthy game, so I counter by saying that the game has a story that I found to be
masterfully crafted and despite reading everything in nearly four hours - I skipped repeat text \u2013 I've spent far longer with
the story because my brain keeps cycling through it three days later; the story has had a lasting effect on me and is one that I will
likely remember for the rest of my (hopefully) long life.

In addition to the story, the VN comes with the following extras: a CG Gallery, Bonus Art, a Music Box, and Notes from the
author (notes that I found really insightful and enjoyable). On the subject of what the game contains, it does not contain voice
acting, but I regard that as a plus because it would have cut over the game's excellent soundtrack. I wasn't a fan of the artwork in
the beginning, but it quickly grew on me, so if you aren't wild about the look, maybe it'll grow on you over time?

I want to leave a longer review, but I am unsure how to do so without spoiling anything and the author's description of the game
says all that can really be said on it without spoiling. As an individual that loves to read nearly everything I can get my hands on,
I cannot recommend Empty Horizons enough.

If you are still unsure then maybe wait until the Ebi-Hime Bundle or Empty Horizons goes on sale and pick this game up either
alone or with some of Ebi-Hime's other Visual Novels.. Map lag as hell but it is detailed in several places and aeroport looks
beautiful. Bus is well made.. Excellent expansion for Panzer Corps. Full Soviet campaign included from Khalkin Gol '39 to
Berlin '45. Brings back memories of the old Allied General Soviet campaign. New equipment list is comprehensive and
historically accurate, campaign is a challenge, propably more so than the earlier ones. Enough new content here to recommend a
purchase for Panzer Corps fans.. Fun if not terribly original or complex tower defense - but don't we play TD because we know
exactly what we are getting?. Twiggles VR is a great game and one that offers a very nice VR experience. Walking around the
scene to spectate the diorama-like levels from different perspectives is great fun and adds a unique layer to the puzzle solving
gameplay. The game is quickly learned, but will keep you on your toes: The level selection covers everything from simple
puzzles to challenging brainteasers and because this game is shipped with a level editor and the option to play other players
creations, we can look forward to an ever-growing selection of levels.

The level editor that comes with the game is super intuitive to use: You just drag and drop your level pieces into the scene and
you can quickly switch from building mode to testing mode. Seeing your creations coming to live in VR within minutes is a
fantastic experience on its own. For those reasons I found, that building your own levels in this game is similarly fun as to play
them.

Twiggles VR comes highly recommended. For me it was worth every cent!
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Even more fun things for a really fun (and nasty) game.
. Unlike the Ver.ke X costume, Ver.ke Zero doesn't have any armors to switch into, making this one feel much more complete
than X's. 10\/10. I'd definitely recommend this Ver.ke costume over X's, even if Zero not having any model changes gives him a
free pass.. Extremely well done, the track is great and the AI gives a good challenge, but I can't be the only one that wants a lot
more than one SX race! One track in the DLC, that's a bit sad. Still, it's the first really good supercross racing I've seen in a
game in well over a decade. Interesting short horror style game. Would recommend.. Fun little pirate game but extremely short,
but for the price I can't complain. Wanting a bit more of a universe as catchy, beautiful and exciting as To The Moon's is
natural, its story is so well written that it is impossible not to dive headlong and get glazed in history. Making a minisode of the
doctors was an excellent choice to better understand the company's functioning, the relationships of the characters and what that
universe is like outside of the house and mind of Johnny Wyles, a more open and comprehensive story that has characteristics of
the main game.
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